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Abstract
Usually, smart-something, like smart home, smart car, etc. differ from mundane
examples of the same things by having sensor systems and/or remote controls installed
and operational. For example, smart home generally means automation of lighting, heating/air condition and security, which in turn means collecting relevant data, such as - for
heating/air conditioning - current temperature, humidity, current state of windows, air
conditioner and other things that may have influence on values collected by aforementioned sensors, and then either automatically change some state, like turning on heater
or a bathroom ventilation fan.
Although there is a little problem with smart homes, the thing called in programming
and technology "Bleeding Edge", which, applied to smart home means that a lot can be
done, but usually, people are perfectly fine without this technology even if it would be
cheap, or free.

1

Tasks
1. Research the ways and issues of Single-Board Computer use for the purpose of sensor data processing and said data demonstration via web application. Research the
principles used for in-system communication in such a set up.
2. Based on research in point 1, design an intelligent interface suitable for connection of
multiple sensors of different types. Design it in a way, that a newly connected sensor
would begin its functions and get its data evaluated, refined and saved without the need
of system administration.
3. Assemble a sensor system and test its functionality with at least four different sensor
data types. Propose appropriate ways for improvement.
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2

General Theory

2.1

Sensors [1]

By definition - a sensor is an element, or a whole device, purpose of which is the detection
of events or assessment of some specific electrical, physical, or chemical values in its environment and conversion of these into some other type of an easier measurable value, in the
vast majority - to some electric value.
Sensors can be differentiated by five main attributes:
• By measurand, or the primary input quantity
– Electrical - voltage, current, resistance, etc.
– Physical - temperature, pressure, illumination level, etc.
– Mechanical - shift, tilt, position, speed, etc.
– Chemical - levels of specific gases or elements in given environment
– etc.
• By the transduction principle, or physical principle of measure - resistive, capacitive,
inductive, magnetic, mechanical, piezoelectric, semiconductive, optical, chemical, etc.
• By whether it is a touch or proximity sensor
• By energy supply requirement
– Active - if the measurand affects the sensor in such a way, that it becomes a
source of electric energy
– Passive - if the measurand only changes the sensor’s properties so that it has to
be additionally evaluated, e.g. resistive sensors. This type of sensors has to be
externally powered
• By construction principles - electrical, electromechanical, electrochemical, electromagnetic, pneumatic, semiconductive, optoelectronic, etc.
Every sensor has a number of attributes, such as
• Sensitivity - a ratio of magnitudes of the output signal to the input signal. Basically, it
defines amount of change in output signal following a small change in input. The less
sensitivity a sensor has - the harder it is to determine the right input value using the
output information.
• Resolution - the smallest increment in measurand, that creates a difference in output.
Equals to the smallest change in input that can possibly be seen in the output.
• Threshold - the minimum value of the input, under which the output equals zero. When
the input value is above threshold, the sensor begins to give output.
• Range - the maximum input value under which the sensor is designed to be used, e.g. if
a thermometer is intended to be used to measure a temperature of 100 degrees Celsius,
it must have this point on its scale, or to have a minimum range of 100◦ .
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• Span - the difference between the range and the threshold, so a thermometer scaled
from -20◦ to +50◦ has a span of 70◦ .
• Precision - a degree of how close to each other would statistically be the sensor’s
readings of the same input. For example - if when measuring the same value, one
sensor shows [5.1, 5.2, 5.1], it has better precision than the one showing [5.0, 5.5, 5.8].
• Accuracy - a degree of how close to the actual value are the sensor’s readings. If we
take the example from above and say that the real value those sensors measured is 5.5,
the second one would be more accurate.
• Hysteresis - a degree of how much would the sensor’s readings of the same input
differ if approached from opposite sides. Low hysteresis means that the save input
value should be evaluated the same, regardless of how it came to current state.
• Non-Linearity - description of a mathematical dependency of output on input, which
usually is considered best to perfectly follow the y = k*x formula. Non-Linearity is
the deviation between such direct dependency and real input-output relationship.
• Offset - non-zero output value over the zero input value.
• Environmental Specification - temperature, pressure, humidity and other parameters’
ranges inside which the sensor is intended to use and can give reliable readings.

2.2

Microcontroller boards and Single-Board Computers

Single-board microcontroller is a board with the circuitry needed for performance of a control task: a microprocessor, I/O pins and circuits, clock generator, RAM, secondary memory,
and integrated circuitry. The main purpose for these is the help with application development, so that no custom controller hardware is necessary.
Important part of SBMs is their inability to run an operation system. Instead, they repeatedly run only one program.
On the other hand, Single-Board Computer means a complete computer, built on a single
circuit board. Technically, blade servers and most laptops count as such, although nowadays
in most cases when the term is used, it means something smaller and not as powerful. Typically SBC differs from SBM with additional more powerful hardware, operation system and
non need in external configuration - it can be done from the SBC itself.
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3

Theory of a sensor system

Even the simplest smart home has to include a number of points to operate as such:
1. Sensors - basically, the automatic input makes the difference between a smart home
and a remote control.
2. Information transfer - whatever data the sensors collect has to be transferred somewhere else for collection, processing, and visualization because sensors themselves
are usually unable to do any of this.
3. Control device - basically a computer, it has to be able to be used for sensors administration, data collection, processing and visualization, and whatever activation of the
remote control the system is implied to have.
4. Remote Control (optional) - any kind of servo motors, electric and electronic activation/deactivation of circuits or appliances, mostly for the system’s ability to do it all
automatically or for ease of access, such as using a smartphone as a remote.

3.1

Sensors

There is obviously a tremendous amount of different types of sensors for different needs,
but the option relevant to this work is the way they communicate with whatever they are
connected to:
• Analog - e.g. the simplest thermo-resistance sensors
• Discrete - mostly either some counter or analog input pre-converted in sensor
• Pulse - e.g. flow sensors, sending pulses every time a full wheel turn is achieved
• Digital - especially the so-called one-wire kind, sending all the information in an easily
readable format, which is very useful in the case that the sensor collects more than one
data type. Easier to set up and usually sensors like these have fewer output wires,
which means the ability to connect more of them to one board.

3.2

Single-Board Microcontrollers and Computers

As has been said above, sensors are mostly made without any kind of built-in systems that
would make it possible to convert whatever data they “sense” into a readable format and
then send it wherever else, so every sensor has to be connected to a controller, like one of
Arduino microcontroller boards, or straight to an RPi board, or somewhere else with its own
processor and pins for connection.
While reading this work, the reader may get a feeling that Arduino and Raspberry Pi
are the only types of microcontrollers on the market, which is of course not true. There
are different types and manufacturer companies, e.g. Asus Tinker Board, BeagleBoard from
Texas Instruments and a whole lot of Chinese brands that may or may not have been started
as an effort to make a cheaper copy of RPi, Arduino or some other well-known brand.
Picking the right one is mostly dependent on the requirements for the system capacities,
like RAM and CPU rate, initial and upkeep costs, and reliability. Aside from the capacities
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point, it would probably be always a problem to pick the perfect balance between price and
reliability, especially with the latter one being so obscure even after actual testing.
The Raspberry Pi 3B - Arduino Nano conjunction is used in this work as an example of
an assembly leaning towards the reliable end - the last and the strongest board of Raspberry
Pi - one of the most well known brands in the field, which makes us believe that they would
not risk their reputation with making low-quality product, and one of the smallest Arduino
boards - just enough for our purposes, but with the same guarantees related to the brand
name.

Figure 1: Raspberry Pi 3B on the left and Arduino Nano on the right

3.3

Data Transfer

Basically, it’s about the way how the data from a sensor can be transferred to the destination
- control device. The transfer types are not so numerous, at least the useful ones. First,
it’s mostly some shorter wires to e.g. an Arduino, or some other platform from which a
sensor can be powered, activated and to where the data initially go, but then there is a not so
numerous amount of ways to send data from Arduino to our control device, which include:
• Cable - mostly USB or twisted pair, with their pros and cons, such as high reliability
at almost no cost, but over a very limited effective distance between points, especially
if low-voltage devices like Arduino is used.
• Wi-Fi or Bluetooth - may be harder to set up, but ultimately easier to make it aesthetic,
which is useful when it is intended to use in homes or offices instead of some places
with few people around, like e.g. warehouses. There is also an option of simpler RF
link modules without built-in security, but they should be used on one’s own risk, only
for non-vital purposes.
• GPRS - unlike those before, is not free of charge, and most probably the payments
it needs must be regular - even if small, just to keep the sim card from expiry, but
obviously this option works everywhere except for somewhere underground.

3.4

Control and Administration

There also should be an endpoint database to collect all the measured data - probably not
exactly necessary, but generally easier to implement and then read the results. The first
obvious option is to use a PC, but PCs are relatively loud and energy consuming, so it may
be hard for people to make them work in 24/7 active mode. Next option is some variant of
a server machine, but it generally ranges from loud and hungry for electricity to something
not very powerful, and it always would have sizes starting from those of a regular laptop. So
there is a good alternative to both of those: a single-board computer, like Raspberry Pi. It is
absolutely quiet, for there are no coolers in basic equipment, it is small - mostly on a scale of
10

a thick credit card, and it is specifically designed for low energy consumption. Of course, the
cheaper single-board computers can’t be as powerful as actual PCs or server machines, but
unless one would want to make an industrial-scale setup, or to support hundreds to thousands
of simultaneous user interactions - which is definitely not expected when making a homebased system - this power should be enough to accomplish the task assigned to it.
Usually, it’s assumed that a single-board computer would be used in conjunction with
external monitor and input devices, but it can be avoided by connecting to it from some other
computer remotely via e.g. SSH or VNC protocols. After such connection is set up and
secured, any changes may be uploaded from any place with Internet connection.
Or one can use an opposite approach for the sake of security: Internet is full of bots attempting to break their way into all the systems they can find by connecting to every possible
IP on every possible port, especially the aforementioned SSH and VNC default ports, 22 and
5900 respectively, and find the user id - password pair with brute force. The easiest way to
stop them from breaking in is to just leave the least number of ways in possible, namely by
disabling any kind of connection except for viewer purposes from outside the local network.
This option may seem very inconvenient, but to be fair - such systems should rarely need any
tweaking after they’ve been set up.

3.5

Data Processing

The process of data transformation from raw sensor output to an easily accessible set of
datapoints consists of these steps:
• Evaluation and transformation of sensor-specific signal set into a generally readable
format by the programmed logic of whatever they are directly connected to - e.g. Arduino programmed to read the raw sensor data and encode it into JSON
• Aggregation of these already readable values - optional, but especially valuable in case
of a big number of such inputs, for it can be used to e.g. combine a hundred datapoints
that came inside one second, into one datapoint for this second,
• Placing the aggregated data into a storage database, from where it can be accessed
later.

3.6

Visualization

Of course, text shell-based visualization may be enough for strictly technical use, e.g. when
the system is set to automatically send a text message if air humidity in a warehouse has
gone above a pre-set limit, but if the measured data is intended to be regularly seen by
people, especially someone who’s “far from all things technology”, it would be much easier
to understand and use graphical interface.

Figure 2: An example of how the same message can look.

For the sake of visualization any system would need access to a database with the collected data, either communicating to some remote server, or having local software capable
of processing and visualization on the control station itself.
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3.7

Remote Control

Only collecting data for surveillance without any kind of control over the system’s output
may be enough for some specific simple uses, but even if some action is not exactly hard to
perform physically, connecting some electric switch, motor, or some computerized system
to control them remotely can save some time every time they have to be used, or after programming them to activate automatically on timer or when some specific conditions are met
- it would save even more time. And obviously, in some conditions time actually does mean
money, so such systems may very well not only bring comfort but even be profitable.
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4

Practical Part

4.1

Build

The build used for this work is the following:
• Raspberry Pi 3B - 1.2 GHz CPU, 1 GB RAM
• Arduino Nano - 32 kB flash memory
• DHT11 temperature and humidity sensor
• Sharp GP2Y10 optical dust sensor
• MH-Z19 CO2 sensor
• Micro USB 5V 2.1A adapter as a power source for RPi
– Optional - power bank as a power source for RPi at field measurements
• USB to Mini USB cable between RPi and Arduino
• Breadboard, jumper cables, resistor, capacitor

Figure 3: System connection scheme.

RPi is connected to either a micro USB adapter 5V 2.1A or a power bank through a USB
to micro USB cable 5V 2.1A.
Arduino Nano is connected to RPi with a USB to mini USB cable, that is used for data
transfer as well as a power feed, and to a breadboard with all its pins. For the purposes of
programming Arduino board, RPi has Arduino IDE, so as to reduce the effort of starting the
board’s work to picking all the settings from menus and writing a code using a set of C/C++
commands for the board to follow. Although in this case Arduino programming was mostly
done from the Arduino IDE on a PC because said PC works considerably faster than RPi
when managed from the same PC.
All the sensors, following the schemes below, are connected to the breadboard and then to
Arduino via jumper cables, and in case of the Sharp dust sensor - with an additional resistor
and a capacitor.
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The DHT11 sensor consists of a humidity sensing component, an NTC temperature sensor (or thermistor) and an integrated circuit on the back side of the sensor. The humidity
sensing part consists of two electrodes with moisture holding substrate in between so that
the substrate’s conductivity changes with changing air humidity. The conductivity change
is then measured, processed and translated by the integrated circuit. The thermal sensing
element in this sensor is based on the principle that the polymer or ceramics it’s made of,
decrease their resistance with rising temperature. Again, the IC measures and processes the
resistance.

Figure 4: DHT11 Temperature and Relative Humidity Sensor Scheme.[2]
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The principle of GP2Y10 optical dust sensor’s function is that inside it a LED flashes on a
light sensor and depending on how much dust/smoke is in the air, the measure it takes is high
in the clean air and low in polluted. For the sake of easier interactions with the sensor, the
output voltage is reversed in IC - low in the clean environment and high if it’s polluted.

Figure 5: Left - GP2Y10 Optical Dust Sensor, right - its connection scheme.[3]

MH-Z19 carbon dioxide sensor exploits the CO2’s property of being less transparent to
light in infrared spectrum than other normal atmospheric gases. The measuring principle is
that it sends some light of two different frequencies, but with the same intensity, and using
a light sensor compares the two measured intensities. Basically, if the air sample has none
CO2 at all, measures are going to show some close, if not the same numbers, but if there is
a lot of CO2 - measures will be contrasting because CO2 would absorb a noticeable amount
of infrared light’s energy.

Figure 6: MH-Z19b CO2 Sensor Scheme.[4]
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4.2

Measure Process

For all the sensors the measurements follow an algorithm as follows:
1. Arduino sends a request to a sensor, which means sequences that are a little different
for each sensor
• For DHT11 request sequence is a simple 18ms log.0 followed by 40us of log.1
and then waiting for response
• Sharp dust sensor is the simplest one control command-wise, for the only command it uses to start a measure is “power up the LED and wait some time until
the light sensor is saturated so that measures can be taken”
• The MH-Z19 CO2 sensor uses digital input in a form of nine consecutive bytes:
– 0xFF - Start Byte
– sensor number - unless multiple sensors are connected to the same control
pin it’s 0x01
– command byte - not all the range of commands is tested yet; intended use
- as is written in the manufacturer’s datasheet - mostly suggests the use of
0x86 (read CO2 level) and 0x87 (calibrate zero-point)
– Five empty bytes 0x00
– Checksum of first 7 bytes
2. Sensors take their measurements and send back responses
• DHT11: as were mentioned before, it measures the resistance for both its elements, translates those into digital format and sends this information back to
Arduino in form of five consecutive bytes: humidity integer data - humidity fractional data - temperature integer data - temperature fractional data - checksum.
As is relatively obvious from the names - the sensor takes the decimal numbers
of humidity and temperature and sends them in binary form with two bytes each
- for the parts before and after the decimal point; the last byte is the checksum
and it is there to control if all the data was transferred correctly - if it does not
equal to a sum of the first four bytes, it means the data sent is unreliable and it is
advised to re-run measurement.
• Dust sensor uses just the “LED power on” from the first step to conduct the
measure, so next step is to use Arduino analog input to measure the signal coming
from the light sensor.
• MH-Z19 follows the order to do the measure, in which it shines two different
wavelengths through an air sample on a light sensor, and compares the resulting
intensities. After that it sends back the same amount of data as were in the request
- nine bytes, arranged as follows:
–
–
–
–

Start Byte - 0xFF
Command repeated back, usually 0x86
Two bytes of CO2 ppm value, for high and low parts
Four bytes that are not officially documented and not yet entirely understood
- just like most command bytes
– Checksum
16

3. Arduino reads the responses from sensors, if needed - makes calculations like the conversion from analog input voltage [V ] to [mg/m3 ] for dust sensor, or just conversion
of the data to decimal numbers from binary, and sends said numbers in JSON format
together with sensor identifiers over the serial port.
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4.3

Data Processing

After conversion of raw data from sensors, Arduino sends it all over the serial port in JSON
format, here is the example of such messages for all sensors:
• {“DHT”: {“humi”: 49, “temp”: 22.7}} - which means that DHT11 sensor measured
relative air humidity at 49% and temperature at 22.7 degrees Celsius
• {“Dust”: 0.01} - dust sensor’s measure of 0.01 mg/m3 of dust, and
• {“CO2”: 600} - MH-Z19 sensor’s measure of 600 parts per million of carbon dioxide
All of these are caught by Raspberry Pi using a script, that reads JSON messages, sorts
them in terms of which sensor they belong to and sends them to the corresponding combination of:
• Network address, in this case - localhost at 127.0.0.1
• Network port of Statsd input, here - 8125
• Metric name, here - apostle602.edu.dust, .temp, .humi, and .co2
• Metric type, here - ms, meaning histogram

Figure 7: Visual comparison between Docker and Virtual Machines.[5] [6]

Said script is placed in a container called reader-sender for Docker environment. Docker
is a container platform often used for enterprise needs, for example, so that it would be
easier to transport some parts of work-in-progress code between different systems: instead
of making virtual machines it can be used to create a container image that is a "lightweight,
stand-alone, executable package of a piece of software that includes everything needed to run
it: code, runtime, system tools, system libraries, settings". In this work it has been mostly
utilized as a platform to run a container with the pre-configured combination of Graphite[7],
Grafana[8], and StatsD[9], and - to make all of this configuration run smoothly both in function and design - the sensor output reader has been put in a neighboring container. As a
18

pleasant addition, Docker can not only be used to create these containers, but also to make
them run on system startup, and to reboot a container if some part of it is found to be down
for some reason.
The "reader-sender" container first sends all the data flowing through it to the localhost:8125
port, designated to Statsd. It is an extension needed for a correct metrics aggregation: StatsD
can be configured to process these metrics in some specific ways, e.g. one can set it up
to different types of accounting metrics that came in inside a small time interval, like the
maximum value, minimum, sum, average, etc.
Within the framework of arrangement in question, it may be not exactly needed, because, for the purpose of making graphs with exact data values coming in one time a second
at most, we do not need all of these conversions, but it allows making different graphs if
the need would suddenly arise, and it also would make it easier to attach more sensors, especially those with higher rates of measures, or to just add some more reliable graphs for
some system information, e.g. processor activity or analysis of connections from outside all without the need to recompile all of the metric collection system.
StatsD is set up to send the aggregated data every 5 seconds to Graphite, to put it simply
- a database to keep all the collected data, taking relatively little disk space, and keeping up
with all the timestamps. Here are some problems with Graphite though: if two metrics come
in with the same timestamp it will only save the last one, and if for example it is set up to
aggregate these metrics once in 10 seconds, which is a default and is mostly enough of an
accuracy for any purpose, and, say, in this time period it has ten metrics of nine ones and
one of 200, it will count average as a middle point between the maximum and the minimum
values, here - 100 instead of 20.9 that is usually understood as an average in these conditions. Again, it may not be a problem in this particular sensor set up, but in an environment
where it would make a difference - StatsD is exactly the tool that can get rid of this kind of
imprecision.

Figure 8: Logic Schematic.

After all the metrics were correctly aggregated by StatsD and saved to Graphite, Grafana
can access this data to combine it into easily readable and, what can be important if it is
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intended to be operated by an end user instead of just the system administrators, appealingly
designed graphs, other types of panels and dashboards. Grafana offers a wide range of varied
graph types and design options, which are mostly not included in the basic build without
extensions, but by default, these panels are provided: [10]
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• Graph - with possibility of including multiple metrics, grouping, number of design
options and three options on X-axis:
– Time - with grouping data by time
– Series - instead of time the data is grouped by series
– Histogram - bar chart, shows how many data points fall in some specified ranges

Figure 9: Examples of Graph panel.

• Singlestat - as is obvious from the name, is a panel that allows insertion of a single
series, so it then shows the last known value with a number of Singlestat-specific
functions like min, max, delta, etc. Includes these options:
– Simple value output - may have three color zones depending on set up thresholds.
– Spark Line - functions like a simpler version of a graph, as a way of seeing the
historical data without accent on its accuracy.
– Gauge - to give a clear picture of how high a value is in its context.
– Value to text mapping - as a way to translate some values to easily readable
message, e.g. if the value is critically high, instead of a number it can show
"Danger" message.
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Figure 10: Examples of Singlestat panel.

• Table - has two main uses:
– Transformation of time series to columns, which is pretty much like a graph with
accentuation on specific values instead of their fluctuations.
– Time series aggregation, which is very similar to what is Singlestat used for, with
the difference being the possibility to put in multiple metrics in a single table for
ease of comparison.

Figure 11: Examples of Table panel.[?]

• Heatmap - a representation of histogram over time, where each time slice represents
its own histogram.
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Figure 12: Example of Heatmap.

• Alert List - allows to display dashboard alerts. The list can be configured to show
current state or recent state changes.

Figure 13: Example of an Alert List.

• Text - self-explanatory, allows insertion of any text or HTML code, e.g. description
for other panels in the dashboard or a picture.
• Dashboard list - a place to keep links to all relevant dashboards, that may be very
useful for navigation in case there is a considerable number of dashboards on different
subjects.

Figure 14: Example of a Dashboard List.
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5
5.1

Results
Measures

Here are some results that can be seen in Grafana, in the Air Conditions dashboard.

Figure 15: Air Conditions Dashboard, All sensors, one hour

For this example of a one-hour air monitoring, a short trip outside has been performed,
cca. 23:35 to 23:45. Peaks on CO2 and dust sensors resemble moments when tobacco smoke
has been exhaled directly over said sensors.
From the Temperature/Humidity graph, a conclusion can be made, that DHT11 sensor
used in this work is not intended to detect any immediate temperature fluctuations, because
it takes a considerable amount of time to cool down and heat up to the environment temperatures. Also it can be seen as a reminder that it’s the relative humidity and not the absolute
value, because even though its graph shows even quick fluctuations, the overall read value
slowly changes according to the temperature readings.
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Figure 16: Air Conditions Dashboard, All sensors, ten hours

Example of ten-hour home air monitoring. Peaks on CO2 and Temp/Humidity around
10:50 resemble direct exhalation over sensors, time from cca. 13 to 14 hours indicates indirect human physical proximity to sensors, peaks on all the sensors around 18:00 resemble
cooking in the same room.

5.2

Implementation of Plug-and-Play

Arduino is set up to continually check all three sensors, without the check if any of them is
plugged in. The option of disconnection of any given sensor is implemented simply by not
sending any data from a measure if it did not yield any results - it is obvious with the DHT11
and MH-Z19 sensors, for they are both digital and the absence of their response is not hard
to distinguish from some specific response.
Although this was harder to implement with an analog Sharp Dust sensor: when Arduino
performs a reading on an analog pin, it creates some voltage on it, that it then mistakes for
an input and eventually sends erroneous data. There was an attempt to fix that by comparing
the mentioned analog pin reading to another, free analog pin - the difference between these
showed up to be relatively constant. Alas, it is not a perfect way, for it does not entirely cull
the erroneous data, and if the actual environmental dust value will appear just right for these
pins to have similar readings, it will not show the measured data.
As for the connection of the sensors back again, the most important part is that nothing
has to be reprogrammed for the system to start reading their evaluations, but still there may
be some problems:
• The DHT11 sensor did not show any kind of errors after disconnection/connection
to the running system, it just stops sending any JSON messages when it’s not in the
circuit and continues to send them after being put in again.
• CO2 sensor did show inconsistent results: in half of all test cases it just continued
to send its data as if nothing happened, other times it started to send something un25

readable. This has proven to be completely fixed by turning Arduino off for the time
needed to connect the sensor.
• Dust sensor actually showed better results with connection than disconnection - no
problems were detected except for that it had to make a couple measures to go up the
actual reading value.
So it would be recommended to turn Arduino off before any connection, if not for another
problem: RPi works on Linux and it has its own way of assigning names to USB ports the first one operational gets number 0, next gets 1 and so on. For reasons that were not
entirely understood, sometimes RPi gave the USB port used by Arduino with number 1, and
the reader script is not intended for use on any other number than 0, so no readings were sent
to aggregation.

5.3

Insertion of a new sensor

In existing implementation, there are two ways to add a new sensor:
• Connect it to Arduino, and append an evaluation code to the existing Arduino program,
or
• Connect it directly to RPi through pins, and create a new bash script for sensor evaluation.
After that the output of both options should be fed into StatsD with reader-sender script, that
also has to be rebuilt so as to include the new JSON tag.
It should be noted, that by default, without any extra dongles RPi does not have any
analog pins, so if a sensor has an analog output, it can only be connected to Arduino, or to
an extra dongle for RPi.
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6

Conclusion

The basic cost of such system is somewhere around 3300 czech crowns without the power
bank or power adapter.
It can be lowered mainly by the use of a simpler SBC, for example an older model of
Raspberry Pi, like the model 2, that is probably powerful enough to perform the same.
Also of course it has to have some casing, preferably so that the circuitry connections are
not visible at all.
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